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Freshmen Meet Defeat
At Hands of Sophomores
In Fast Basketball Game Sophomores
Put
Freshmen To Rout During Last
Period of
Play.
Thursday evening the s,,plioinores de- •
fcated the Freshmen 30-22 in class hasThe game was very interesting
both close and fast. At the be.
;:Ult.ing of the fourth quarter, the
s. • !•omores regained the lead and
! ahead leaving their opponents
•,i,ints in the rear when the whist!e
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!ic Sophomores undoubtedly played
••er brand of basketball on the whole
the Freshmen, especially at the
. .!t, r part of the game, but the latter
-.• determined to win and gave them
,TI1 tight.
At the end of the third
.•cr. the Freshmen were ahead and
.ked as if they had found them-. Intring the fourth quarter,
the Siiphomores tightened up
',tidy took the Freshmen off the:r
winning 30-22.
great many substitutions were
during the game on both sides.
.111(r starred shooting fouls
and Cobb
..%•th floor goals for the winners, while
t• and Tracy Payed about equally
ir the Freshmen. The team;
.%,rt,•41 as follows:
.‘1)1
'
11()N1ORES
FRESHMEN
t arlyr rf 1 (5)
rf 1 Kneeland
14I-coll If 2
If (1) 3 Taylor
c 4 (31
c 4 Tracy
:st40 rg
rg 1 Lake
tiuorge Ig
1g Sherburn
rtilt-titutes: Small 3, Nevers 1, Cutts,
I.tighton, Maniol, Everett (I).

Basketball Team Played
Through Brilliant Season J
-51----

Coach Flack Succeeds in Turnin
g
Out Two
Very Noteworthy
Teams in the Varsity and the
Freshman Delegation
Basketball has certainly proven a wonderful success here this season. The
varsity has to its credit wins over some
of the fastest college teams in the east,
remarkable showing against the few
teams which defeated them, and by decisive victories the acknowledgement of
State Champions.

go Deering Speaks
To Students in Chapel

d

In Brief Address Judge Deering

Advises
Maine Students How To Help the
University Most.

THE VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM
1921-1922

51

Many Students Attend
Dean Stevens Announces
Phi Kappa Phi Pledges Lectures by Brewer Eddy

The first year of a regular freshman
team, with a definite schedule, proved to
have been even more successful in its
class than the varsity season.

Rifle Clubs Annual Dance
Coming After Vacation

• Judge John P. Deering of Saco after
an inspection tour of the University of
Maine, spoke to the students on ways
and means of supporting the institution
as its work demanded and required support and was deserving of it.
Brought up on a farm in a family of
nine. •Mr. Deering took up the position
of teaching in order to enable himself to
become a lawyer instead of a farmer.
Difficulty has been encountered in past
years in deciding whether or not the
University of Maine was a state institution but whatever legal and technical
difficulties are encountered, this college
is a product of the state and is upheld
in principle by the people of the state.
To be true, in the past there has been
prevalent indifference and
hostility
towards this institution but regardless
of all that, the state owes us a great
business obligation to carry this institution on as the importance of its work
demands. All of its buildings belong to
the State and the state has encouraged
its enlargement from year to year until
its enrollment now is 1401). Moreover,
the state realizes that it has no more
important duty to perform than the education of 1400 students; for through
them, citizenship is provided for the
state in which we live and success in
government is guaranteed.
The two fundamental parts of this
institution are Educational and Administrative with _the spirit of the college
which we carry in after life encompassing the two. In correlation with the
(Continued on Page Six)
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i(eatt Stevens, as one of the oldest
The Eddy meetings have come and VARSITY BASKETBALL RESUME
The Uni\ ersity of Maine Student
••,,tithers of the Maine chapter of Phi gone but the truths presente
Too much credit cannot be paid to
d and the
Rifle
Clubs will give their third annual
•-.e.1,:t Phi announced the following questions aroused by the speaker
will our able coach, philosopher ex-officio, informal dance in the gymnasium oil
• in chapel Monday:
Howard Flack for his untiring efforts to
not be soon forgotten.
April 8. Dance orders will be on sale
I, rhert Andrew Brawn, Mary Anna
A surprise awaited those who attended give Maine a basketball team equal to immediately after the Easter
holidays.
I.illian Dunn, Earl Cranston the Friday night meeting expecting to any in the east. With but one regular, These
orders will sell for the small and
\!,(0-aw, Ruth Burleigh
On Monda) night, March 21) at the
Shepherd, Nor- hear Sherwood Eddy for it was an- Berg, from last year's team and several very reasonable sum
of seventy-five
. 1 ;ardiner Sturdevant, Philip Rod- nounced that he was unable
to come on fnim the squad. Flack put together and cents, thus permitting everyone to attend. fair held by the Bangor Odd Fellows
. White.
in the city hall the Maine Masque preaccount of illness and that his brother polished up a basketball machine that The committee in charge
hopes to pro- sented
I hi se students were chosen from
won
the
State
Champio
nship
the short, one act comedy, "An
in
a
very
would
fill
his place.
the
cure Vallee's orchestra for the occasion,
••, tubers of the senior
Easy
Mark."
The performance was
class for high
Mr. Eddy took for the theme Friday decisive manner.
or some other equally as good.
• astic standing and are highly
011ie Berg and Crabby Newell as forwell
received
in
all respects, and the
de- night, "The Application of Christian
The purpose of this dance is to pro••••ittg of the honor thus awarded
them. Principles to World Problems" and wards proved to be whirlwinds in of- cure funds to purchase telescopic sights men in the cast have certainly reflected
‘ietity-five years ago a group of pointed out that leadership devolved fense and in tossing in the baskets.
for the clubs, as the use of these has much credit upon the Masque and the
Berg especially was singled out by
men of the class of 1897 inter- upon college men.
been giving their opponents a great ad- University. The following is the cast
Dr. Harris, president at that time,
of the play:
He said that the world at this time is sport writers for his almost spectacular vantage this year.
tht formation of a local scholarship looking to America for leadership in playing and cleverness. Noyes at cenIt is the present intention to hold a Richard Chambers, a member of the
ty which became known as
senior class at Hale College
Phi morals as well as in political problems. ter was a powerful factor in getting the tag day in conjunction with this dance,
Kappa Phi. President Harris
attended America is the only country that has not Maine team started on their plays by his the proceeds of which will also go
Leland March '23
,
iiiention of college presidents and looked for a foothold in the orient and rangy build and cleverness in handling
Jack
Knowlto
n,
his
roommat
e who is on
towards
the
purchase
of
the telescopic
,en• interested some of his
the baseball nine
friends to because of this fact has a great oppor- the ball. His work, not noticed per- •ights.
t \tent that they started chapters
haps as much as others, was of a high
in tunity there for Christian service.
George Saunders '24
The girls who will be handling the
their own college
caliber.
and commenced the
Harry
A small group met Mr. Eddy on SatRansella
er,
a
student of Western
tags
are
all
expert
rifle shots and, ir•
‘irk 11f placing Phi Kappa
Captain Mel Holmes and Turner as
College and a member of the dramatic
Phi on an urday afternoon for a definite discusa
recent
match
with
N'ermont
,
had
suffiqua! footing with Phi
club
Beta Kappa and sion on Christian principles ar.d means guards played a consistent brand of cient skill.to obtain the following high
Stanley Hanson '22
914.r honorary societies
good basketball thruout the season.
Mike Doherty, an instructor in the
. It now has of making the meetings successful.
scores.
•:tent -eight chapters
Captain Ifolmes, while not spectacular
with a membermanly art of wrestling
The results of the University of Ver(Continued on Page Six)
ill of over six thousan
in his play was a constant source of
d and is open
Osgood Nickerson '22
mont girls' shooting cannot be publishel
worry to Maine's
students excelling in any branch of
opponents; his at this
time because of the fact that Elmer de Booth, an escaped lunatic who
presence on the floor gave Maine supTwo of the most prominent
has the idea that he is an actor of
some of their scores were made on onlaittt•rs are at Cornell Universi
porters
the feeling of security and relirepute
ty and
Errol Dearborn '22
I( n!inu.-d rut Page Five)
3.racuse University and there
ance. Captain Holmes proved himself
Miss Dorothy Somers, a commencement
are at
t.ce\vtit five petitioning
to be a leader of his men and his good
guest
chapters.
Bryant Patten '23
Of the four
work was accomplished in a quiet, effiMrs. Vera Somers, Dorothy's mother
presidents of this organimon three have come
and chaperone
Members of the Contributors' Club cient way.
from the UniverBruce Hope '24
'1Y of Maine, of which
From the statistics of the games it.
act we are have recently been wearing the insignia
—m
'MI)* proud.
that they adopted this year. pendants or is found that Maine scored 394 points
—m—
The ten men
to whom belongs the pins of dull finish, hammered gold. A to her opponents' .366; won 9 out of 15
the
in
finals
of
the intramural relay
'111-tr of instigating
plans for this soci- quill of blue enamel slightly raised from games, 3 of the 4 games at home and races ‘‘.ednesday afternoon, Theta Chi
*Y are:
6 of the 11 games on other floors.
the background and bearing the word
easily proved itself the winner over
William Thomas Brastow
The State Championship was tvon by
extends
Maine
letters
bright
gold
Stanwoo
in
,
d
Phi Kappa Sigma. Sigma Nu and Beta
51
Itl (-fismey,
Lindsay Duncan, Charles diagonally from the lower left to the one victory over Bates and two victories thus winning the cup for first place.
At
the
regular
semi-mo
nthly meeting
over Colby.
'Icnc% Farnham. Perley
Francis Goof!- upper right corner. On the remaining
Phi Kap worked hard to squeeze out a of the Contributors' Club, at 6.30
.
The efficient and businesslike work
William Lawrence Holyoke corners are two C's of the same blue
victory from Sigma Nu for second Thursday. March 16, in Estabro
.
oke
and results achieved by Manager Jack
\% Jarvis Patten, Joseph
White enamel standing for Contributors' Club.
place, entitling her to the smaller cup Hall, there were initiated four new
McCryst
and
le
his
staff
of
asistant
manv Porter, Harold Eveleth On the back is engraved the owner's
offered by the Intramural Association. members, Arabelle Hamilton,
Molly
agers. Stub Randlette and Niles and
Marcus Libby Urann.
name and year of initiation.
Last year a cup was offered for the Perkins, Professor Chase, and Professor
crew of freshmen, has been comtheir
hl": "Love of Learning Rules
Miss Bernice Smith of the Club de%A inning team and for the team making
Pearson. A novelty at the end of the
mented on frequently thruout the season.
serves great credit, for it was she who
the fastest time during any of the pre- regular initiation was introduced when
Prospects for next season are good.
grip has been
designed the pendant and submitted it
abolished.
liminary races. This year it was de- the attendants led the four blindfolded
Turner and Noyes will be lost by
,InItlation will take
Only
place at five o'clock to the members for their approval. It
to offer cups for first and second initiates to the Lyceum Concert
cided
me
graduation. From the large squad and
in
I and the banquet
places. Theta Chi's team was composed Alumni Hall. In order that the
at 6 o'clock, is a very tasteful and artistic piece of
mem
the fast freshmen that Coach
from
"Y chapter in the
country holding work and has attracted much attention
of Pinkham '22, Laughlin '22, Webb '23 hers might attend the concert there
was
Tneetings at the same time
(Continua on Page Six)
and favorable comment.
and Scott '25.
no program for the

Maine Masque Presents
Play in Bangor City Hall

The Contributors' Club
Has Symbolic Insignia

The Contributors' Club
Initiates Four Members

aub.
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THE

iilaine Output'
Publistied Nedneedayi during the college
year by cue students of th I 1,1.-rely of
Maine.
Editor in Chief. __ _Frederick F Marston 'iz2

probable success of the idea. It was
feared that Mr. Eddy would not gain
the reception due a man of his ability
and standing. Some individuals even
won so far as to say that they thought
that the students at the University of
Maine %%ere not appreciative enough of
the higher things in life to generally
attend such meetings. We are very
glad to, be able to say that all such
fears were groundless.
The reaction of the students was. on
the whole. very favorable. The meetings were all very well attended. People
•remed inclined' to give Mr. Eddy a
hearing, at least. Nearly every one
-veined desinous of receiving his message and deciding the questions raised
for their own personal satisfaction. We
believe that these meetings were of
great value too the student body. as a
41 Ili du, for they resulted in making the
a hole campus pause a moment, in the
mail rush of varied activity, to consider
some if the more serious things in life
and too take time for a readjustment of
values.
These are certainly great benefits to
lie derived from a lapse of one weekend from regular campus routine. But
the greatest benefit oof all will follow if
we endeavor no retain what we have obtained. Perhaps it isn't necessary to be
pious but we should attempt to always
realize that there are higher elements to
this existence than inert' material
achievement and pursuit of (occasional
pleasure.

MAINE

CAMPUS

Benefits of Attending a
Summer Camp Are Many

camp. By
or spiritual benefits of the
religious
spiritual benefits I do not mean
opporample
benefits, although there is
in
himself
benefit
to
tunity for one
mean
benefit
1
spiritual
By
manner.
this
contact
that benefit which is derived by
aims
whose
men
other
with hundreds of
imposis
It
same.
the
,
are
interests
and
sible to associate with these men and
to come ii) contact with so many army
officers, all interested it) the R. U. T. C..
without gaining a little of the real spirit of the thing. In addition to this
"esprit de corps." is the spirit of good
fellow,hip. Dances are conducted twice
a week for the benefit of the men, and
the moving picture theatre is open every
night. The Army Service Club provides a library, a billiard room, and a
music room. and all is c(Dnducted for the
sole purpose of giving a good time to the
members of our
•
-

Scabb ainodEBiglhatdeeepltsh year
Now
----so - —
'Believing that military serv
obligation of citizenshp and tI
greater opportunities afforded

t;:: II. S. Dennison
'I he direct benefits of attending the
ke•erve Officers' Training Corps Camp
men for the study of military
can be most clearly di•cus•ed if sub•ssens
a)
divided and ela•sitied a• follow s
place upon them certain responsibilitio s
Physical, lb I Mental. lc o Social or
citizens. We. Cadet Officers in
Spiritual.
Universities and Colleges co s _.It is difficult to say just which of the
Reporters
baccalaureate degrees, do form t:
above three is the most important a•
Jean-tt- Stuart 23. Mrs li t Pratt 23.
and adopt this Constitution i!
ciety
difslightly
'24,
Eastman
each
man goes to camp in
Pauline Smith '22, Arthur
Vaughn Ladd '24, Elizabeth Hunt '24, Dun
oanpanion.
To
his
condition
ferent
than
der to unite in closer relation•Ins
aid Alexander '23, Hazen Ayer '24.
the man who has indulged in athletics
miltary departments of American '
Business Department
during the college year the benetits if
versifies and Colleges; to preservo
Clarence Beckett '2.1
Business Manager
the first class will pnobably not be in evidevelop the essential qualities of
Kenneth Chase '24
Cireulation Manager •
--Ray H. Carter
Asst Bus Manager
dence. whereas he may la. benefited
and efficient officers; to prepare
greatly under the last two classes. The
selves as educated men no take a
Subscriptions. $1 011 per year
man who has given considerable time
active part and to have a greater .•
Single Copies, Flys Cents
to the study of military subjects, and the
Entered as second class matter at the post
fluence in the military affairs (of
same. Orono, Maine
whoo
man
has
been
gond
a
miser
with
communiti
es in which we may re-: I•
The *Moult)chief Is responsible for thhis fellow students, may ma benefit
moral policy of the paper and for the 'ill
'
above
and.
all, to spread intelligeis .•
tertai eolumus: the managing editor for tin
greatly under the last two classes, but
itary foormation concerning the
sews columns and the makeup of th• paper;
militar.
and the business manager for the business
is sure to do SI 1 under the first class.
quirements of our country."
aid Inane's.
The physical development of the stuCommunications should be at the pootoffice
Such is the preamble to the Cid ,'••
been adopted this
A 11(.%
lia
ta
at Alumni Hall before Saturday noon vi.
dent is very carefully taken care of in
of "Scabbard and Blade."
Insure publication.
classroom
work.
florin
(of
year in the
every way possible. Each morning liePrinted by the Univerrity Press, Orono, Me
coompanies have been divided into ganizatioin was founded at the UniveThe
fore the regular drill periods begin, the
sections which meet in separate class sity of Wisconsin in 1904-05 los
men
are marched to the parade grounds
Paying Cadet Officers
romans. Each sectiton has aft experienced men whose ideals are clearly set
and here put through a course of snappy
While at the national convention of
army
1,fficer for an instructs'r. One can in the above preamble.
setting up exercises. These exercises
the Society of Scabbard and Blade held
"Scabbard and Blade," now ..nclearly
see the advantages of this new
include boxing and wrestling, as well
recently, the delegate from the Univerits
eighteenth year of existence.
as the usual arm and body exercises. plan over the old one (of having two
sity of Maine made the alarming distwenty-eight companies in the var•
companies
together
meet
gymnathe
in
The woods is divided into, classes in such
covery that many of the land grant inUniversities and Colleges of the Ur •••
manner that as soon as one is profi- sium foot- an hour f of practical drill (or a
a
stitutions of the United States (and
States and, according to the latest •
dl
lecture.
There
now
is
chance
give
to
a
cient in any one thing he is avanced to
others) are paying cadet officers in ad
rectory. a total membership of 2787 •
a class where the training is a little individual instruction, so that every
dition to the regular subsistance paid
including those initiated since Oct
student
gets
all
the
daily
points
the
of
moons strenuous. This system lif promothem by the federal government. Among
1, 1921. Its popularity and the &sirs. ,
tion
greatly increases the interest of lesson clearly in mind before taking up
following:
institutions
the
are
these
ity of belonging to the organization
something
new.
sach
individual
and stimulates a certain
Wisconsin State, Illinois State, PennIt is believed that by getting the shown by the fact that, of the press:
:amount if friendly rivalry which is so
sylvania State, Ohio State, Washington)
theoretical
work clearly and firmly fixed twenty-eight companies, eleven have loco
Coonvention
Natifonal
St
/The
of the
largely responsible fi ir the success 1,1
State, University of Missouri. Coe Colin
minds
the
(of the students, that in the installed since beginning of the
Scabbard
tidy
and
of
held
was
Blade
camps.
the
The second item in the
lege and Cornell University.
spring
when
those students go onto the 1920. Several other colleges have I at the Masonic Temple at East Lansing. physical development of the coorps is
It is safe to say that with the disdrill
ground
and
into the fields for the military organizations with the vi.
Michigan,
December
8-10, 1921, with proper food. The first week in camp
armament program in force and with the
practical
work,
they
will master the dif- becoming companies of our org..
"K"
Company
First
Regiment
the
of
the
last
summer we had chicken three times
standing army reduced to its present
ferent drills quickly. Also a high de- tion.
entertainin
company.
g
There
were
and
footthe
rest
(of
(our
stay
we had it
small number, with prospects of a
gree of efficiency can be secured in the
The Maine company, Company D. se
further reduction, that the reserve nth- nearly thirty delegates in attendance, at least once a week and often twice.
corps
fond
Regiment, was installed May 211,
as
a
whole.
representin
g
as
manecf
Meets,
and
inn
The
dessert which was given us most
cers which are trained in the R. 0. T. C.
1916 and has grown until at the pr.
When
fellow
a
would
versities
give
in
a
States,
United
the
from
command
all
frequently
and.
I
hope
via: will pardon
units of the country constitute the larsuch as. "1. Right Dress, 2. March," as time it has eighty-seven active, al
gest and most important part of our sefatoons 14 the c4ountry ft.'mu Maine to me for saying it. which was most enWashingto
n
and
from
Missouri
tim
joyed was pie and ice cream. and plenty happened in a case last fall before the and honorary members. 1916 was o—
organized reserve.
Florida.
With
the
heap
business
of
of booth. An army was always om mess class room work began, it is evident (of the years in which military tnc•
to
This being the case, the R. 0. '1'. C.
be dome and the noyal entertainment hall detail and was always ready to that some drastic measures must be in our Colleges and Universities s
more
assuming
place
of
daily
a
are
units
taken to eliminate such ignorance. One the height of its interest as the
importance in the defense of our nation. furnished by the entertaining 1:1 impany. hear littr coomplaints and to remedy them
cntild
not blame the fellow any for the War was then in progress. Wit'
there
little
was
visitoors
time
nor
t11
the
if
possible.
In
oorder
to give as clear an
Moreover, it can not be denied that the
idea as possible as to the food. 1 will mi•take at the time because he did not increased interest in Military tr.
college men are the best trained and tin get honesoome.
Aiming 4,ther impoortant business as' give the tretin for supper the first night know any better. That is why this new "Scabbard and Blade" was an act'.
best qualified to take these positio ass
plan of class room us ork was adopted. ganization on the campus until the y.
1:1111111liSh141
11v the convention aas tim
we acre m ml, mamuvei s.
With these facts in view, it seems that
had be-en
to, eliminate all avoidable mistake's on 1918. With 1918 came the S. A.
the institutions above referred to are granting of charters to the following hiking all day with a heavy pack, and
carrying out a policy that should be first schools: University of Vermont. Univer- were all wondering. as we marched into the part of the student. It is developing and the demoralization of many 4 of
sity of Maryland, Gettysburg College, our temporary camp, what
in every school; i. e.. to forward i
we would each and every member of the R. 0. college activities under the regime
1'. C. corps so that every fellow will be the military control was accompanied
every way the interest of our country by North Carolina State College, Agri- get to cat. It sure did It
pug' when
able
cultural
to get out in front of a company a period of comparative inactivity of tl.
Ciillege
of
North
Dakota.
Utah
we lined up for choosy and each man refostering those things that are of vital
and
.‘gricultur
al
command it intelligently, having society On our campus. Foot- a period it
College.
and
Lehigh
Uniceived
a
liberal
interest to the country.
helping of chicken,
bread, jam, plaatoo, pear pie, coffee. and perfect control over himself and the men two years the society's' activities were
It is hoped that in the near future the versity.
he is commanding.
The foollowing (officers were elected to a package (of Fatima cigarettes;
very slight and the society was alrmat
University of Maine will be able to offer
and it
serve
In
for
the
the
next
two
class
years:
Colonel
room
was
t1111.
dead
g01111
issue. In 1921 the society ws•
work
some such inducement to the men of the
the most
The third thing instituted in the inter- modern and up to date military text again revived and has increased its a,institution in order to put itself on a A. S. Iturket. Columbus, Ohio; Lieuten
par with other schools and to create ant Colonel R. G. Tolman. Champaign. est of physical development was ath- books are used. They are books that tivities until at present it holds its res
mow(' interest in the advance military Illinois: and Executive Officer, Major letics. Each (ailment). was represented have been prepared by some of the ular meetings and is a power of no meii.
West Lafayette. by a baseball team, a track team. and ablest officers of the army. Having dimensions in the military department
courses in order that there may be moose Harris
a tennis team. and the rivalry betwesm been written up in a way that makes
Those aims for which the society ass
men froom which to pick goof od and effi- Indiana.
(hi
the
evening
of
December
the teams of the different companies the work exceedingly interesting, and formed are (only those which would I,
8th
an
cient officers.
open Iii muse' and smoker was tendered was very keen. On Wednesday
presents the facts of military drill so the. ideals of any man who was moos:
and Satthe delegates and the loa-al members by urday aftermsal, tIll're
Over Vacation
was no drill, and that all existing doubts of the differert than casually interested in this errs!
Yes, here it is vacatioon-time once the Eunomian Society. a local fraternity. the time was given over to inter-com- tnovements and methods of their exe- Republic of ours. "To unite in cloosc
Here smokes, talk, laughter. songs and PanY ciontests 4,1 all
more, and you are all going home for a
sorts. As a great- cution are made perfectly clear in the relationship the military department
good time and a rest from the rigour of college yells helped too get up an appe- er Melanie e to participatiom in athletics mind of the student. The book not on'v our American Universities and &s college lifts But while sou are enjoy- tite for the excellent refreshments that the standing of the various teams was takes up military drill, but also militars ieges" is the ideal which we must vv.'
msidered in commuting the efficiency courtesy. Many students learn for the have before us if we are to depend ups"
ing yourself during this week of holi- followed. .1. spirit of good fellowship
first time that the salute is
standing of each company.
days we must urge you to take some was keenly ennoyed iiv all present.
not an act the R. 0. T. C. for the bulk of our
On
the
second
evening
a
formal
dancUnder
the second divisifon of our too show inferiority but a courteous greet- cers itt time of need. In a Repulo:-•
thought of your alma mates and her
welfare. At some time during your s a- ing party was held in the convention subject can be considered the instruction ing between the officer and the privats like ours, where hardly any one belies,cation eisit your high school and put in hall. The hall was nicely decorated, and obtained in all branches of military It is the military way of saying. "Good in compulsory military training, it
a good word for the University of at the appointed hour each delegate work. In the use 4,1 the rifle, automatic morning." or, "How do you do." It is necessary that we depend upon 0I.
Maine: get some of the boys in a found a program and a lady waiting for rifle, machine gun, one pounder, and a custom handed down from ancient citizens to form the necessary soldie.
auto atm t ic pistol, we had long lectures times and should be strictly maintainefi in case oil need and on (tur college e•l•
corner and talk Maine to them. You him.
convention
ended
Hotel
at
the
and
demo onstratioms in assembling and by both the private and the officer.
must know some of the seniors in the
eated men must fall the greater bird:
Another advantage of the
local high school. Draw them aside and Itow nes- with a banquet : Professor taking do,wn. as well as in the actual use
and duty of officering this citizen
class
room
Saxtion acting as tioastmaster. of each. Realistic
find out some of their ambitions, shove ken
demonstrations, by work. There are numberless fellows ierSs The task of "Scabbard and Iliad,
them what a college education has meat t After a:gam! eats and many thrilling regular army men, were given in manott- who can do an act perfectly, but when consists of bringing these college till
to you and what it may mean to them. speeches the loical members sang their vering and a sham battle with real am- it comes to explaining the act to one who to a better knowledge of the ro
Show them the advantages in a profes- Alma Mater and then all joined in munitiom cc as staged for (tur benefit. knows absolutely nothing about it,
so ments oof good and efficient officerthat that person would be
I him instratii on s were also given
sion of their choosing and urge them singing the Star Spangled Banner.
able
to do it
in the
' m
The neat convention will be held in use of grenades
to attend some college. At this point,
and bombs. In addition correctly is an altogether different prop1923
at
the
home
of "F" Company of the to this type i if
how can you aid them better than by
instruction we were con- osition Take for example. "Face to the
right in marching," a
telling them the advantages of the Uni- First Regiment at llhiiiois University. fromted cc ith the prooblem of
comparatively easy
personal
movement when once clearly
leadership, which to me,
versity of Maine? Give these people an Champaign, Illinois.
is the biggest
explained,
SI
but how many of the
thing the camp has to offer.
idea of the social life here, describe to,
thousands of stuAlthough
dents
them that happy life in the fraterni;
that have taken two years
each company is directly under the
SI
of milicomtary in the past are. able
house, and give them a real impression
mand (of officers 4,f the; regular
For a hong time the need of a 4!
to explain the
army, a
movement correctly ? That
of the fine democratic spirit with whit.'
intl ijiu, it.t of cadet (officers are
is what the ic society for women has been
selected
we justly pride ourselves. Best of all,
twice a week. and upon them &yokes class room work is doing,
enabling the now the Domino,. has stepped I,
student to state his actions
show your prep school friends what a
the problem .if getting the
in
coompany
clear, con- fill this place. Although it is still
The Maine branch of the American away from
cise
words.
wide variety of conirses are oufersal at
barracks and back again in
it is not entirely unknown. And
In ,the summing up:
this, our state univer•ity. If you isko• Society of NItaltanical Engineers held a some sort of formation. This
the class room needs the hearty cinveration of c
problem •
very interesting meeting fast Wednesday tot' toeing
this opixortunity to impress upon
in command of a hundred men work develops the student mentally,
and one in order to make good.
enables the whole corps
yiiung people if yfour hoona• to own the evening.
or more once or twice during the
It compares with the Masqu
to
six
attain
the
Mr. Shaw of the Sturtevant Company, weeks in
great advantages that Nlaine his too olier
camp, and (of being responsible highest of that for which it is
has fur its aim to bring out the
striving
serif ous-minded young stnolent• you representing the Fan Makers' Associa- for the proper conduct (of the
--efficiency.
which may exist among the woe
company
tion.
gave
a very interesting illustrated (luring the time one
surely will never regret it.
the University. It does not
holds his office is
lecture on "Putting Air to Work." In one of
the greatest aids imaginable too
genius to he a member but
Flack-Versatility—cross country,
this lecture the vastness of the field open the
re- are willing to work and help
development of initiative. The abil- lay,
Reception of Mr. Eddy
varsity basketball. freshman
to the air engineer Wa5 very forcibly ity to
get out in front of a body of colbasket- organization into the list of tho.,
%Then the plan was announced of brought
ball
and track ; with a
out..
lege
tnen
and
New
give
a few intelligent
England make up the Maine traditions a
having Mr. Eddy come up here and
After the lecture cigars and peanuts commands
Champions
need,.
hip
will
in
always
cross
be
a
country,
big
asset in
speak before the students at five differ- were passed around,
and a kind of applicants which are
and the remainder later life.
appearance ot t
State Championship in
The
first
public
ent meetings. over one week-end, many of the evening
basketball. Is
was devoted to the disThe last, but b)- no means the least, it too
Doominoe will take place April IS wl"
of us voiced grave doubts as to the cussion of ,various
much to ask for a champions
sei
hip two
engineering projects. division of the subject is that
plays by well known authors
of social track team?
be staged by the girls.
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TUB MAINE CAMPUS
was measured when he arrive
d at eamp lairs, besides some very '1,11114411.mM
.. physi- Captain Andrew J. Nichols, Paris, Texas
and again immediately before he
left, and cal, moral, and social benefits. But
these
the figures show an average
As a result of his interest in military
net gain of are purely incidental result
s, lute the training, Capt.
five pounds in weight and
Nichols, enlisted in the
a marked in- making of the potentlid leader
is the prim- Coast Artillery Corps
crease in 01151 e!knans1011.
November 6, 19".
ary aim. If this end is successfully reached,
ha' mon phase of the camp life
and received his commission as 2nd L.. .must be its value greatly outweighs all the
others. tenant and also as Ist
mentioned before leaving the
Lieut.,I)et. 9, 1917.
subject. The commission in the Ottieers'
Reserve
Here were :is:wadded, as in one big class.
Durin
g
the
war
he
went
overseas with
Corps is entirely optional with the gradu
- rompany M,3rd Batalion, 49th
nine hundred and eighty-one studen
Infantry.
ts, ate, but the value of his course does
lit it
representing thirty-eight different
ni I hseember 15, 191S, he was n:111401141
institu- depend 111)011 his taking the eommission
. to the 14111 Infantry as regime
tions and seventeen different
ntal rifle instates. The Whether he takes a commi
ssion in the structor and remai
eonditions were ideal for the foster
ned with that organizaing of regular army, or in the Reserve Corp:
, or tion until it was ordere
aequaintanee and good-fello
d to the U. S. Ile
wship. and enters upon any other walk of life,
he will returned to the U. S.
not a few lasting friendships
July 13, 1919; prowere mule. find his training for military leader
ship
The inter-mingling of such a
moted to Captain January 29, 1921, :mil
diversified valuable asset.
group of et llege men eallnllt I
was
ordered to the University as Profe,so or
tilt twoatlen
t lie mind and improve the
of Military Science and Tactics, March 211,
character.
Finally we must remember that
1921.
the ru
advan
military course is
Ii so train the college man
that he will be
Captain Walter F. Adams,
able to go into the army as
an able and
Bellows Falls. Verlillint.
efficient leader if ever the occasi
on :arises.
B.
(E.
S.
K.
Norwich, 1912.
The R. O. 1'. C. is. as the name
implies, a Major Luther R..lanasa
'aptain Adams entered t he service June,
school for reserve (avers. It
is the conProfessor of Military Science and 1916, and was vommissioned a first hellfleeting link bet With our
standing army
ten:mt, November 25, 1916. In June,
Tactics.
and our untrained citizen !Hotly,
and thereMajor
James
enlisted in the Coast Art il- 1917, he went overseas with Co. C, 1St Ii
fore of the greatest impor
AEROPLNNE VIEW OF THE C.AMPt
tanee in our lery Corps July 16, 1901, South
Carolina, Inf. It Division and saw :teflon with that
scheme of military organi
zation. From receiving his commission a.s
2nd
Lieute
nant organization Until he was eiritellated to the
its graduates the great majori
ty of our jun- May 9, 1903. Ile was commi
hospital, on March IS, I91S, where he
The military history of the Unite
ssi
((((
tal
ior
officers would have to be drawn
d States
in
a
1st
spent
two months. Ile was 0%441 VontLieute
nant
May
is studied, and its bearing on
9, 1910, and later adour policy of time of emergency. The graduates of the vanceolIt
the grades of Captain (July I, Inntld of Casual I fflicers' lkopot, No. 7 and
today. The exercise of command and advanced course are
qualified to receive 1916 and Major tAug.
served in this capacity until February 13,
I. 1917).
leadership appropriate to the grade
s oif commissions at once in the event of a ensDurin
g
the
war
lie went overseas in e0111- 1919, when he was placed in command of a
sergeant and higher are required of
both is. (or upon graduation', while graduates mand of the 3rd Battal
ion, 49th Infantry. development battalion at Contres, France.
juniors and seniors during the one
hour of the basic course only would be oh- In August, 191 S. he was
promoted to Lieu- A shiirt bine later, he received command
given to drill each week.
hged to start as non-commissione
d otti- tenant-Colonel and transferred
to the of the 20th Provisional Regiment, A. K. F.
None of the subjects named above
are eers, or eonsume valuable time in further 141st Infant ry, 36th
For the benefit of those sophomores dull or difficu
Divisi
on. In October University, and remained with this torganlt, and the course in Military training, just at a tiine when the
nation 1918, lie IVltS promoted to the grade of
whit eontemplate continuing their milita
ry Law is especially interesting. moreover, would be suffering
Col- ization until he was ordered back tO tile
for lack of trained offi- onal and
education next year, this opportunity is an
given the eommand of the regi- U. S. ill the latter part of June, 1919. Aselementary knowledge of Military Law vers. Therefore the studen
t who takes !tient, because of his work
taken to explain a few of the benefits that and of the
in reorganizing signed to It. O. 1'. C. duty at the U. of M.
Military History and present the more extensive training is fulfilling
a and directing the attack of the regiment in October IS, 1921.
may be derived from this course. These Military
Polley of the United States is an greater duty, and making himsel
f capable its first action against the Germans.
benefits cover a wide field, and for conven- essent
II,
--- —
ial part of a broad education. Our of rendering a tune!' greater servic
e to his remained in comnuind of this regime
leave we will divide them as follows: first, future
nt Captain Leon Edwar Norris
political, social, and economic wel- country.
d
,
thruout its active service. Returned hi
those received at college; second, those fare depen
d more heavily upon our miliWe have seen that the advanced course
Falls
('ity,
Nelora
ska.
the
U.
S.
reecived at canip; and third, those re- tar policy
July 31, 1919, and was ordered
carries a financial benefit amoun
than upon any other factor.
B. S. (Areh. Eng.) Univ. Nebraska, 1917.
ting to to the University as Professor of Milita
el'iVe I after graduation.
n- (*apt Norris showe
Of the social advantages of advan
d a great interest in
ced about two hundred and seventy-seven del- Science and Tattles, Augus
It us first consider those benefits re- military
t 13, 1919.
but little need be said here. It
(Turn I h..•r
eoived while in college. First, of course, in is genera
lly known that the cadet offieers
the minds of all but a fortunate few of us, are in
the main chosen from the advanced
I. the financial aspect. From the day tho• studen
ts, and that the most of these ultistiallait signs the contract to take the ad- mately
become members of the Scald oard
vanced course, at the beginning of his jun- and Blade
military fraternity.
loor year, lititil the day of his graduation,
We will now pass to the summer ramp.
he receives an allowance from the govern- Havin
g Once entered upon the advanced
mew equal to the cost of feeding a soldier course
, attendance at camp is a requireiii
The exact amount of this ment for gradua
tion. Incidentally, in
allowance is fixed from time to time by the the
opinion of the writer, this camp is an
Pre-iilent of the United States, and is at experi
ence which no college man can Ann!
present forty cents a (lay. This allowam.y to miss,
and is worth as much as all tho•
iii lull's uninterruptedly through vaea- rest of
the military course. This camp is
hon. !Holidays, and Sundays, except for i norma
lly of six weeks' duration, and multi, -ix weeks' period that the student ! ally opens
about June 16th. While in
in camp. During this period tla• camp the studen
t receives pay at the rate
pay is incro•ased to one dollar a day. A
of one dollar a day, or a total of forty-two
1,,,-Ay (-drill:dim' shows that at the pres- olollars
besides board and uniform. In
i lit rite tIme st talent receives approximattel
addition he is allowed liberally for railroad
in. hundred and thirty-five dollars while
and pullman fare and hotel expenses while
in (lollop from this source, exclusive of all
(on route.
triy reco.iyed while at camp.
Camp Devens has been &aided upon as
It might also he added that many uni- t he
most desirable site fort he next summer
ver-ities also pay their eadet (divers, who camp.
This camp wa.s made famous &rare chooser' fnan the adVilneed stuitients,
rig the late war, and there are few of us
liberal salaries as instructors. While this who
do not have relatives or close friends
no it at present done here at Maine, a
who have trained there. l'he camp is
vigorous effort is loeing made to obtain a locate
d a mile and a half from Ayer, a town
riling from the trustees allowing slat'
of three thousand population, and fifteen
payinolit. and we have reason to believe miles
by trolley from Fitchburg, a city of
I hat a e will not long be la,hind
1IE freshman NVII0 comes out for
other uni- over forty-thousand. W.halen
baseball
Park, in
versities in this respect.
I manager and who sticks is learning a
Fitchburg, is an amusement eenter which
)11
)1 hardly less interest are the acade
mie the soldiers find very attractive.
which, whether or not it wins that honor
benefits yonnected with t he advan
for him,
ced
Simultaneously with the R.0. T. C. Inshould win some :Ionors in after life.
pourse. This course requires five hours
a fantry Camp will be held the .1rtillery anol
ueek, and rt)iit nines throu
Ile will learn that his plugging on the diam
gh two years. Cavalry Camps, also at Devens; and
the
ond,
For this t Ifni' the University
gives the very combining of the three camps for manhis efforts four years hence to get the uppe
liloeral ens lit oof four hours for each
r
hand
seines- euvers is planned. If this is done a great
on his first job, and after that his striving
ler. Five la airs a week sounds formid
to climb
able, deal of additional interest will be given
into
lout as four of these five hours
the managerial and executive class are
come either the maneuvers. The presence of both
all
on Friday aftern
part of the same game.
oon or Saturday tnorn- friendly and hostile airplanes will furthe
r
aig, they interfere
but very little with any help to give the game a realistic flavor
Now,just as ten years from now, he will
.
seloodule. When the student
have
consid
ers
The
1921
summe
camp
r
was
held at
to do many things that are hard, many
hurt hi r that lie
is allowed to substitute, Plat tsburg, N. V. The subjec
thin
gs
that
ts given
with the permission of
are unpleasant. The more willing he is,
his major instruc- were: rifle marksmanship, pistol marksthe more
tor. iloo.-o• four
work will other men put upon him. But
credit hours for any other manship, the auto-rifle, the machine gun,
oar a loch he would
by that
otherwise be required the trench mortar, the one-pounder, grenahe
grows.
I" take, he will see that in all
probability des, minor tactics, field engineering, sigThe rewards after college are given on
04411141 have an easier schedu
le with the nalling, camp sanitation, interior econoabout the
rootlita ia than withou
same
basis as now. Theygo to the man who
t it.
my, topography, infantry drill, cenomonfloi• tame required by the
advanced work ies, miitary courtesy, swimming and
doing his main job NVCii,still has the time besides
IS
to reach
apportioned as follows: Une
hour of life-saving. The most popular of these,
out after other work and the spirit that
Published in
reeitat1au, three hours of practi
masters it.
cal work. needless to say, was pistol-shooting, but
tutu,ii Ito our
Here is where this comes home to you.
the interest of Elec.
of di ill with a company. The rifle shooti
second
ng
was
a
Don't
close
.
Com.aloas.t. (livered
Inca! Development by
be content with standing high in the
during the junior year plete instruction courses were given in
classroom.
ar''' Field Engineer, including I laaortoti- each, after
an Institution
b (fiat will
Support your college activities and go
which all men fired the regular
eal Hist met it on
after
on construction of the van- army qualificatio
some
helpe
b
d
n course for record.
campus honors to.). This broadening
I'trenehes, shelters,
ever
of
helps the
obstacles, Those qualifying for marksman or better
!al elements of
interests will become a habit that iii after your
concealment and were given the regular qualifieation badgIndustry.
life will
tiage; Accompanying Weap
prove a mighty big hdp.
ons— es. Some of these men may never use
olaing the
machine-gun, the one- either a rifle or a pistol again, but few of
l".'0••ler. and the
light mortar — theory them will ever regret having learned to
tiro.,
‘"!
and pra(otical work on
stripping, handle these weapons well.
anti operating, Nlilitary Law
Each day's work was begun with forty
Role, (of Land
Warfare, study of the minutes of physical training, and the physof War,
&the 1S69 makers and distri
peocedure of Courts- ical condition of the Merl was kept at a
butors ofsitar:Cal equipment
. anal. and
moot-court exercises. The high standard. There was scarce
ly any
••1 k ,11 hit
senior year consists of heo- sickneaa in the camp, and when it came
t" livaniet ion
and practiral work on time to go home the men universally de• ••raatiizati
on and conduct
of rifle, dared that they felt a hundred per cent
hale-gun,
howitzer, and headquarters better than they did on arrival. The
II unmet
Numbe.- 16 nf a ',ries
and company admini
stration. weight and cheat expansion of each man

iii.Jeirt of the

PERSONNEL OF MILTARYetal
INSTRUCTING FORCE

MARKED ADVANTAGES OF
ADVANCED MILITARY COURSE

T

ester,' Electric Company

TIIE MAINE CAMPUS
PERSONNEL OF MILITARY
I.eland S. larch,
Oldtoaii, Maine.
('Helm(
e 0111Mttilding Co. A.
INSTRUCTING FORCE
"Stubbie" is a very fickle man. One
day
he springs gond jokes to the students
military. training during his imilentraduate
days a lief after his graduation. revels-eel 1.1124 at chapel in the interests of the NI. (7. A.,
cc hue' the next he is a rental' neck soldier.
'Cliii
14$
as ?nil 1.1,1'1114.1i:1W anil
Ile
is a true optimist few he. was heard to
1st lieutenant. June 5, 1917, later taking
remark,
when solneolie appropriated his
Serviee
intensive training at the Army
"Gee, Pm
SchemeIs at Ft. Leavenworth, lianSas. Ile suit at camp last solllll
mighty
glad
I
was
darned
The
broke.
was promoted to captain of Infantry,.tuggink
didn't
find
any
pockets
money
the.
in
list 15, 1917, and was assigned to the lilt ii
Infantry, .41..01141.
I a.t Fort lienj. Harrison, anyhow.••
t ti
Indiana. A short time after this, he. was
ordered to('amp Zachary Taylor,Ky., and Henry 1. !Nolen,
Northfield, Maine,
remained there until April 15, 191$, when
Cadet Captain. ionimanding Co. E.
he was ordered tee('amp(;onion, near AtThis lad's military ext oerienees have
lanta, Georgia, and later to ('amp Sheri- been many and varied. Ile leelicw.t4 thai
dan, .klaininia. Wilde there. he. helped a top-sergeant :should always look after
form awl train the 9th Itegular Army the we'lfare' of his in .n. That is why lec
I)ivision. March :II, 1919, he. was as- was always first in the trims line. at Camp
Sigt1(41 tee the :MINI Infantry stationed in .1talrews last spring.
But even tho b.
the Canal /,e ens' where he remained for t wl) walks like a farmer, he hopes to be a good
years. Early in 1921, he. was assigned to and efficient soldier some day. Aside.
the 311th Infantry at Camp I N•vetis, Massa- from the. fact that he. wears a good officers'
chusetts,am! remained at that vamp, ex- uniform, mottling timeh can be sal I fen.
eel et for a meulth at Camp Perry, Ohio, in him.
the. National Rifle. Matches, until his asNI—
the . of
signment to R. O. 'I'. C.
y
NON) It. White,
Sebago, Maine.
M., September 29, 1921.
('adet('aptain, collllllanding Co. II.
NI
"Whitey" took military so he could
Osgood A. Nickerson, Bangor, Nlaine. have one more course to "crab." Ile.
Cadet Lt. Cid., commanding
ranks high as a('apt., but not as a student,
It O. '1'. C. Regiment.
for his last semester's average. was only
"Niek- started off Ii is Freshman. year 3.9S7S050)+. But things are not always
with a loang aliel landed a serge.atit's berth what they seem,for it is rumored that his
right at the start. Then he made a e01111- face is well known at certain places on the
tiliSsi4 al tile' next year and later se.rved dint
campus when. most men walk with sinkthe various grades to that of Lt. Col. ing heart and bated breath.
"Nick- must lea VI' personality phis for he.
is the only olicer who van go on a Friday
night jaunt to Old town or the Queen('it y Franz It. Dolliver,
Bangor, Maine.
('ado('aptain, commanding Co.(I.
with a buck priVate. am I then bawl him out
"Dolly- is one of the "boys- who is takat drill the next morning and get away
ing military training because he likes it.
ith it.
Ilis service record contains many in- and wit for the. magnificent salary that t
teresting facts, and it is said that he has Iovernment presents the. men who register for the. advanced course. The Field
gone• N. W. I I. I.. several times.
Engine'e'ring course is his greatest delight
- NI- —
Lawrence W, DaVee.
()row), Maine. and digging trenches his popular pasttime. Ile. says he likes this work the best
NI:tje or, el onimatieling the'
(
beeause he. is always so happy when he i1st liattalion.
"Nluss" is :Olio her membe.r of the. R. I 1. deate.
'1'.('. who has never serve:LI as a kick privNI
ate. l'et lie ktliMs to lwrfertion the Stetohen S. Killer,
Se cult
Portlanel,
:ort (of dodging formations. Ile is a true
Cadet Captain, eommanding Co. F.
sole her and has I he se de lier's love for campAt drill Saturday mornings, have you
ing trips and hikes. I Plp:,,ibly that is why. ever 110tielal the snappy-looking officer
we. see hiin w,i1k I hg towirels Stillwater so who wears a canqxiign hat instead of a
often.)
barracks cap? Well that is "Steve."
He is the only man who earl 11:11M tee is a very efficient officer
and like all effi11:1Ve attended tees, H. I. T. e, summer cient men, he always gets the. most essencamps and our famous Camp .%tielrews tial points of everything. For example,
and y et has never heard reville. 110 did the first thing that he learned in Field Enhear tale. Moan 011e night, but littlest wet- gineering about
trenches was that in digly . for it is reimonsl that he was lousy ging them a man is entitled to a rest of ten
counting the stars at Cliff I Leven.
lllilmtes from s. fell hour, that he has tee
- M
ork.
Harlan S. I )entoiseeti South Paris, Nlaine.
I'ado N Leper, commanding the
211.1 Be tallow
hir
started his c(ollege career
at Be los ele one, hitt reeognizing the advantages of a real eollege scull a real It. O. 'I'.
NI
twit. lie, Initi,furreel tee "Maine.••
Makes a liceialty of manual of anus e0111Installation has just been made by tlo,
petit loll drill"
heeallse of ins fiery'.
General Electric Company of the War
is a good bayonet instructor.
r.
ren electric clock system in the annex
Well cc lies %%VW at Camp .Ntielreas last
.t to the Plaza hotel in New York. This
year. 1%)111 he' I, MI:INV
1Apetirli- represents the first hotel in New York in
re, at Plat t skim last sittlittler, ask him which this system of regulating clocks
:Ocean t he sis•etal simelaii lit' 11•41.11 to get at has been utilized. It is the second ina certain Ire. errant parlor.
stallation of the sort in any hotel, the
NI
first having been made last year in the
Ilarri•oli I.. 111.113r11,4111.
)rlino, Maine. Ritz-Carlton Hod at Atlantic City.
where the clocks have been thus regu('ado Captain.
Ileadopiarters Co. 103, Infantry, Julv lated with much success for the last
seven months.
9, 1917 to .%pril 2s. 1920.
In the Plata installation there are
enic of those' shining light,who
is fe'rever flitting here and then% 1111441- about .50 clocks, located in the main
,411g ad% 11,A. sell litiVt the' cc hole litliVer4r rooms, in the foyers, salons, drawing
SheniIII be Inn. IlInvever. he is an exeel- rooms and dining rooms. They are oplent debater limit:ill% the rause is a do- erated by small generators which conmestic one) and
talk "pep" into a vert the dirtal current of the hotel's
cc hole army.
lighting circuit into alternating current
for the purpose of the clock system. The
-M
Thenin A. Sigirreov,
conveters, the master clock and the con
Hampden Highlands, Nle. trol panel are all located in the telephont.
exchange of the hotel. on the first floor.
(*inlet ("aptaiti. commanding
(
It.,o, Is planers Co. 1291k Engineer,. A ug. Tiny motors, so small that one of
19IS to.hily Is, 1919
them easily nestles in the palm of the'
• Spike" has the. reirutietiMi (of loving the. hand, are geared to the dial hands of
•111:111est. best mit uim!. and best lees eking each of the secondary clocks connected
with the system. These small motors,
(officer in the cadet corps. Ile. is small
all lout his heart and his %lace. If you do which take the place of the usual intrinor believe tile ask the' men who hearel him cate clock mechanism and which are of
singing the. "Pink Pajama- song at Plat is- the synchronous type, will operate the
hands of clocks of any size. Big clocks
burg liarracks last :mintier.
with dials five feet in diameter and little
----M - clocks with dials whose diameters are
Ralph A. Getchell,
Portland. Maine.
only three inches are regulated equally
('inlet Captain, commanding '0. I'.
well by these smallest of motors, none
Capt. Getchell is the. lousiest mati iti the.
of the dimensions of which exceed three
University. Aside fnent his studies, he is
inches.
a exicial lion, Captain of a certain fire comAbsolutely uniform time is shown by
pany, and leading man in that impular
e% cry clock of the system at a given mo
play entitled. "Nightly Events in Old
',amt. The system is also self-regulating.
Town."
and therefore independent of voltage or
"Getch" says a good soldier always carfrequency fluctuations incident to the
ries his canteen, and that it should always power
lines from whish it draws it,
be full of-water.
current.

Regulating Clock System
Now Utilized in Hotels

The master clock exercises constant
control over the power generating apparatus which drives the indi% idual
motors of the secondary chicks. Thi•
control by the master clock enables all
the secondary clocks to keep accurate
time. They are never more than three
seconds slower or faster than the master
clocks.

reThe reliability of this system, as
to
believed
is
service,
actual
vealed in
this
front
liring prominently to the
operating
novel idea of thus electrically
manubuildings,
office
hotels,
clocks for
facturing plants and institutions where
it is desired to have a large number of
clocks and to insure that they will all
keep accurate and uniform time.
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Do You Need Extra Courses?
Send for catalog describing over 400 courses in History, English,
Mathematics,Chemistry,Zoology, M.odern Languages, Economics,
Philosophy, Sociology, etc., given by correspondence. Inquire
how credits earned may be applied on present college program.
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Our lifelong knowledge of choice
tobaccos, our years of manufacturing
experience and our up-to-date facilities
are concentrated on making CAMELS
the finest cigarette that can be produced.
Into THIS ONE BRAND we put the
UTMOST QUALITY. A better cigarette
cannot be made—even for a higher price.
CAMELis THE QUALITY CIGARETTE
made for men who think for themselves
for folks who appreciate really fine
tobacco.
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Wt. have just what you are looking
for in

Young Men's Clothing

John T. Clark Co.
11A N r;OR, M AINE

Chalmers' Studio
High Class Photography
BANGOR,

MAINE

Complete line of College Photos
it-gt• group and banquet photos

SMITH PHOTO CO.
BANGOR. MAINE
Phone 2063-R
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For
Clean Sports
Visit

THE STRAND
Bowling and Billiard
Rooms
New Bowling alleys and
pool tables

•
Army Shoes $4.45

EDWIN CUTLER
MEN'S STORE
Old Town. Maine

CAMPUS

Summer School Bulletins Tractor Instruction Course
Are Now in Circulation' To Be Given Fanners' Week

YOUNG'S
IA:EST..

MAINE

I he buhrtio Li the

session
of the University has just been
published announcing the courses offered
for next summer. The bulletin is published in an attractive form and while
it is of primary importance in
announcement of the Summer Session it is
also
of great value as an advertising agent
for the University among the teachers
of the state.
The courses offered this year are more
extensive than ever before. Perhaps
the greatest additions are the courses
offered by the Biology department. Additional courses may be taught in the
various departments listed in the bulletin if a sufficient number express their
desire to take them.
The object of the school is to provide
a chance for teachers, superintendents.
graduate students and others, who intend to follow the teaching profession,
a chance for further advancement. The
session also offers an excellent opportunity for undergraduates to receive
credit for work in which they are deficient.
The Summer Session has had a re
markable growth since it was established. and has materially aided in establishing for the University of Maine
the name, "The Teachers' University."

Our Girls Here Defeated
By Castine Normal Team
--m—
The girls' basketball team was defeated last Tuesday by the Eastern
Maine Normal School girls at Castine,
hy a score of 31-21. The game was a
fight from start to finish. Winslow
starred for Maine, while Marriner caged
the most baskets for Castine. The following is the line-up:
Eastern State Normal 31
Maine 21
Marriner rf 6 (5)
rf Winslow 6 (1)
Chase If 2
If Hodgdon
Goodwin c 5
If Dennison 2 (1)
Len fest rf
c Ring 2
Gray rf
rg Bean
Thomas If
Hersey
lg Crockett
If Perkins
The athletic association has awarded
the old English "M" to the following
girls, who have played in two-thirds of
the Varsity games: Mary Bunker, Achsa
Bean, Ruth Crockett, Kate Dennison,
Marie Hodgdon, Elizabeth Ring, Daphne
Winslow, Thelma Grover.

—m-A number of the agricultural students
will remain on the campus during the
spring recess for the purpose of attending the free course in tractor instruction.
to be given in connection with Farmers'
11'eek. This course will begin next
Monday afternoon and continue until
Saturday noon. two sessions being held
daily. Prof. George E. Simmons of the
department of agronomy will have general charge. Prof. W. D. Emerson of
the department of mechanical engineering will be the instructor
There will be on exhibition, for laboratory purposes, various types of tractors, each in charge of an expert sent
here by the manufacturers, to assist in
dismantling and reassembling. This
tractor course is expected to be one of
the most popular features of the week
and the indication is that there will be
a large enrollment. The lectures will
relate to engine troubles, ignition, cooling systems, transmission, carburetor adjustments and general tractor operation.
Tuesday evening a tractor conference
will be held in Winslow Hall, the program to include these addresses: "The
Engine. Its Use and Abuse," Prof.
Emerson: "Results of a Tractor Survey
in Maine," M. D. Jones, farm management demonstrator of the College of
Agriculture extension service; "Tractor
Service," Prof. Simmons; "Illustration
of Tractor Lublication," C. H. Tucker,
lecturer of the International Harvester
Co.
Applications for attendance at the
tractor school should be made at once
to Prof. Simmons.
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ALUMNI NOTES
The New York Alumni Association in
1915 granted a scholarship of thirty
dollars to be ass arded at the discretion
ci the board of trusters. It has usually been awarded to the une who excelled in debating although that was out
the requirement. The amount has now
been increased to fifty dollars and is
awarded tor excellence in debating. In
case the effort in debating dues not warrant the granting of the Scholarship the
amount is to be accumulative. This
award is known as the New York Alumni Associaticn Scholarship No. I.
George R. Fuller Esq '82 of Southwest Harbor. is here he is a well known
attorney, was elected moderator and
first selectman at the town meeting last
Monday.

:lass work mornings
Store service afternoon,

Service Fellowship
$12.00 a week first college year
$15.00 a week second college year
$20.00 a week full time service
month of December.

Degree
Master of Science in Retailing
For further information write
Ds. NORMS A. Bauscoe, Director,
New York University School of
Retailing, 1Vashington Square
East, New York, N. Y.

Edward S. Redman, a chemist for the
Eastern Manufacturing Co.. and Miss
Emma Eames, a well known Bangor
soloist were married Wednesday night
at the parsonage of Rev. Carl N. Garland of the Grace Methodist church of
Old Town of which the bride is a member. They were unattended and the
single ring service used.
Mr. Redman graduated from the Cluj
versity of Maine in 1913 and is formerly
of Corinna. They will make their hom.•
at 42 Webster avenue.

A few positions are open for a
!iigh type of college men, with
go,u1 personality, who are looking
for summer work. These positions provide a definite guarantee
and opportunity to earn at least
$O00.00 during the summer.
THE JOHN C. WINSTON CO.
College Department,
1010 Arch Street, Philadelphia

The MAINIAC
ANNOUNCES

Prize Contest
Closing March 24 at 12:00 Noon
Best poem
$5.00
Best cartoon or drawing
$5.00
Best story
$5.00
Best joke
$3.00
Any accepted will receive remuneration

The University of Maine Debating Nlail t., Nlainiac
Society has been much encouraged by at
Nl. P. t).
the receipt of a personal check from Mr.
110AR n OF
Buck of the Board of Trustees. This
interest shown by Mr. Buck will go far
Harry A. Patterson '22
in bringing about the proper interest in
Molly Perkins '23
Intercollegiate Debating on the campus.
Frederick Marston '22

•
Miss Howard Speaks to
The Menorah Association

Ssncion & Davidson

The Menorah Association was given
a fine treat Sunday afternoon when
old Town
Jewelers
Me. Miss Howard of the Sociology Department gave a talk on "The Jew and his
Watches
Promptly
Relation to Charity." The informal
character of the lecture and the discusClocks
Repaired sion that followed,
added greatly to the
interest of the meeting.
Jewelry
Drawing from her wealth of informaProperly
Pens &
tion that she had gained by personal
experiences, during the time she had
Repaired
Spectacles
spent as a Settlement Worker, Miss
Howard succeeded in presenting to the
Dur Charges are Reasonable
members present, phases of the charity
situation that were entirely new to most
of them. The portrayal of conditions
as they exist on the lower East Side of
DON'T DRAG YOUR SKIS
Manhattan was very vividly given and
HOME WITH YOU
was of a nature that will leave a lasting
Ii )ou %ant them in the pink of
impression in the minds of those who
.aulition for next winter let us
heard her. The next meeting of the
'tire and treat them for you.
Menorah Association will be held Sunmimed in our new Ski Press.
day April 9, 1922.
Leave them with Bob Schenkel.
\1:e1:11 do the rest for $1.50 a seaSchoolboys thruout the state are be-'n
ginning to talk and plan for the InterNovelty Co.
Scholastic Track Meet to be held here
88 CE N IRA L STREET
on May 20. Altho it is too early for
BANGOR. M AI NE
entries to be sent in it is a sure thing
..=•••=•••••••••••••••.—....••••••••••••.
that schoolboy track fans will see some
keen competition among Deering, Portland and Hebron. Portland is going to
cutter 20 men it is said by a Portland
underclassman. The events will be the
lambda Chi Alpha fraternity same as last year and the Maine Interits annual initiation banquet at the Scholstic Rules will govern.
g"r House last Friday evening.
were a number of delegates from
Unfavorable comment was made at
diapters present, and also many the White House concerning munici•
alumni, lack for the banquet.
palities. which, it was said, had openI hiring the past week the spring ii- ly countenanced the flouting of the
was held, adding three new prohibition laws. It was indicated that
•'71' wrs to
the Maine chapter.
the President was giving considerable
thought to the situation. It is shown
he regards law enforcement as the
that
• (Ins appropriate at this time to
.‘ledge the round of applause that keystone of constitutional government,
u:reeted Coach Flack on the very and it was said that he was observing
• ••ful basketball season which is in the situation closely, with the view of
•:ize measure due to his untiring ef- evolving some policy for adherence to
tu get results.
the law.

In Architecture
HEN you go after your first big
you'll
need something more than a knowledge of stresses
W
and strains,periods and piping. You'll need the atmosphere
commission,

of success, and the air of knowing your way 'round. One
evidence of this familiarity with the world's good things is
the habit of preferring that citizen of the world—

elachrino

"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"

r..-. „

Lambda Chi Initiation
—U—

•

•

SUMMER WORK FOR
COLLEGE MEN

Rifle Club's Annual Dance Coming
After Vacation

(Continued from Page Onel
official targets.- The Maine team shot as
follows:
Anna Jorgenson
95
Mary Bunker
93
51
Madeline Brackett
91
Balentne co-ed returning from Eddy
1.ucy Dunn
90
meeting: "I realize now that I've heard
Helen wallaee
88
Eddy, I can't go to heaven unless I become a missionary, that I'm the worst
Total
457
worm that ever crawled. But if I go
to China or Armenia and leave
here alone, he'll go to the bad. I don't Mr. Buck Is Donor to
know what to do about it."
The Debating Society
V1/4'hile the soldiers of the lower classes
are at their training grounds at Camp
Andrews the girls will have their annual
Interclass Track Meet. After the Easter
recess practice will be intensive among
the track women who will strive to
bring honor to their respective classes.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING

_

w If
./

Remember that Melachrino is the master blend
of only the finest Turkish Tobaccos as originated by Miltiades Melachrino. Egyptian cigarettes are simply those that originated in Egypt.
But the tobacco is what you want to know
about—and if it's Melachrino— it's right.
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IHE
Basketball

Team Played lbrough
Brilliant Season

MA -NE CAMPUS

Ann of R. O. T. C. to
Train Men for Service

•

, acted a lot of new College models for Spring 1912. in.
ust
laded in tins shipment are the new jazz and Spurt Models which are
.cry popular in New lurk. specially priced $28.50. I.00k them o%rr '

S

from Page One)
Flack has been developing. Maine ought
J. WATERMAN CO.
to have a winning team next year. MaEXCHANGE Sr., BA Nc,ok
outtitt,•rs for men and boys.
CLOTHING,
;r4int
of the men students understand
's
and Horsman played well when sent
the aims of the first two years' work in
FURNISHINGS
in. Mason ought to develop into a good
the R. 0. T. C. A few know somethman
sh,,oting fouls.
lc...1
of the third and fourth year- is
HATS AND SHOES
FRESHMAN BASKE1 BALI.
as to what follows this, nearly eieryone
Mill Street, Orono, Maine
is at sea. The . 0 T. C. is a, estabRESUME
The freshman team under the tutelage lished by an act of congress and financed
Constance Talmadge
hursday. Nlarcii It.
of Coach Flack turned out to be a re- 4 the United States goiernment for
"A
PERFECT WOMAN:1110nr
e
Ton
markably successful team considering the purpose of training officers for use
-FIMNI THE iiiml:N1) LP"
Tues.
March 2l—Double Eeatur,
some of the excellent teams they had a• in time of emergency. A trained mail
Alice Joyce "HER LORD & MAST
Friday. Nlarch 17
oppsaients. 1 heir record for the sea- is worth many times as much as an un
ER"
EVERYTHING
All Star Cast
C,,ritme Griffith
c
ssin •hows o victstries salt of 9 games and trained man. considered as an individ"WHY I WOULD NOT MARR1—
- NIOR.NI. FIBREa total of points of 375 to their oppo- ual; yet an army of trained men would
for the ;:udent',
I a' ,1 little nu ire value than an untrained
Wed. March 22—Double Feattu•
saturday. \larch 18
nents 241.
room carried by
Elaine Hammerstein
Fox special
The playing of the freshmen brisugli; Ill' iii did it lack organization. ha- .this
W. A. Mosher Co.
"THUNDERCI..\P"
"THE WAY OF A MAID"
out the fact that very promising material reason the ttrganized Reserves were
Dr- Mai- "THE FOOLISH
Orono, Maine
Tel. 162-3 is in the youthful Inn very saucy class created. Thus "the Army of the United
Monday-. Nlarch 211
AGE.
States shall consist of the Regular
of 1925.
Tlw consistently good work of Skinny Army, the National (Marti while in serthe United States. and the OrTaylor, 1.racy and Everett was notice- vice
SALE! SALE!
ValliZed RecurVeS. including the
Otiiable thruout tlw season.
Pants for sale at cost price
eel's' Reserve Corps and the Enlisted
)116 E KING
VARSITY GAMES
Reserve Corps." I Sec. 1, National De1..11.11i(a: ROI ALTERATIONS ONI
NI 28 P. A. C. 29
fense Act. as amended June 4, 1920.4
Crea ill
B. K. Hillson
19 Holy Cross 44
The R. O. T. C. serves Os a feeder for
0110 0
NI 2o P. A. C. 22 •
(NoNo
the ttilicer•' Reserve Corps which is
NI 28 Bates 18
used
of
la
com
i Officers a pps.inted from
NI 34 N. 11. State $1
National Guard - the Enlisted Reser.
NI Is Bales 31 *
Corps: the Regular Army; per•ons who
PAGE 6 SHAW'S
•••••••.
10'
NI
t•. 2o
served as officers in the Army at ;my 4
31
Colby 10 *
NI
CANDIES at
time between April t., 1917 and June 30.
Come in and get acquainted
28 Clark 2t,
1919: and graduates of the Reserve OfHOULIHAN'S PHARMACY NI 20 Wesleyan 2$
HELLENBRAND'S
ileer•' Training Corps. Members of the
NI lt) Conn. Aggies 22
nticers Reserve t :saps are alas dined
Clothing, Shoes, Hats. Furnishings
Orono, Maine
10 Brown 20
for five year periods during which time
Comm ERCI A L BLDG., OLD TOWN. ME
NI 23 R. I. State 18
they may be ordered to active duty by
NI 25 N. 11. State 19
SNOWSHOES
the President at any time and fist- an V
39 Colby. 27
tier iii!: hi.Wever. such an officer may. not
\lade by the l'elit.1..e(pt 10,1;:(1).
Total 394
Criii.1.,Y(11 till active duty. for 'nor,
Total 34")
Sweet 'arass Ilaskets
than
15 days in a year without Iii' i•
•
t ;atm, at ii.
Moccasins and Souvenirs
STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
cansent. except iii time of natIonal
FRESI
1
\
\I
\
\ \I FS
GEORGE H. HUNT
.;enes expressly declared by Como-,
AT
F 24 II. C. I. Is
476 N. Main St., out Town
When on active duty a Res,Ti u Off
UNI
VER
SIT
Y STORE
40 E. NI. C. S. 30
re, eiies the same pay and allowance,
35 Mattanaw cook 25
Fernald Hall
an officer of the Regular Army of
52 Novia.rt 22
HEADQU 1 1:`,
same grade and length iii' servi
11•1 Tim II 12
he i• nit entitled to retired ray 0i
24 Jones's.rt $1
in niiie's he is disabled while On
18 Ilang(ir 211
a
t5
Pronuit ii )11•4 are bases!,
duty.
19 Nlattattaw CI 141k 28
..
it
Hid/ ii littii tii nurd of
i.eace times, mum the ability, length •
a 14,..cal lunch or dinner
45 II C. I. 22
,an not iind a better place than at the
set's- ice. interest shown in things,anilita'
5o Itrewer 24
111. 1E.1%Trr AM. I T1 JEST
and age. .N11 reserve officers are as•ige ,
TJ1=1.
N
Discount to Students
209 Exchange St., Bangor, Maine
Total 375
to some unit. generally one islikh
Total 241
Special attention given to parties desiring
made up I if troops from the corps are
banquets. Chinese or Ameni
S. L. CROSBY SPORTING
can dishes.
in
which
they
reside
.
and
are
muter
1.
Judg
e
Deeri
ng
Spea
ks
to Students
GOODS CO.
control of the commander of that at,
•
in Chapel
Should a reserve i ,ftiocr change his resi150 Exchange Street
Bangor
((ontinued from Pow One)
dence,. he may request it change - M as
(Alai-italics which make up this college
Windi .nlinarily is granted
if
Economy
spirit we should have ssane great educa- the reasons giVeIl are satisfacts.ry. El
Attention! Maine Men!!
Style
tor and great executor to whim we can he besamies unfitted for active conlbat
I:oost your University Store,
Satisfaction
look tip and call "Prexy." A college duty for otis reason he may be transs.,ur Athletic Association, and
in
withs.ut a president must lack something ferred fi. some other branch for which
Dance Orders, Programs
s,plve
your
laund
ry
in
the
he
spirit.
probl
is
fitted.
em
at
the
•tich as the Quarterma-., •
and
.41
•ame time. The store is our
Tlw financial affairs of the institutisai Corps and so forth. In peace times !.
Fraternity Work
igent and all that you have to do
ate carried in by the "11..ard of Trus- resignatis al ill a rewrir officer is in br
Given special :ittentniti.
Hart, Sr ha finer
Is drop your laundry there
tees." There is now a deficit carried accepted if Win krti 1 11.r. gos uI reass
propand see our
24 In lur
•rly
marked with your name and
on by the notes of the institution but In time of war the conditions of separL
NI a rx (14)1111...
service.
e is ill do the rest. We can give
there is never a doubt that the stale will atiam frami thy surViii• are the Cattle as
sin the much needed service and
THE JOHN H. BACON
Ila) those n..tes. The question is, why for i.fficers of the Regular .Nrmy. '
the quality of work desired.
can't those nit,, he paid for now and reserve (alicer may it discharged
PRINTING CO.
Our Store
I tamper still leave Orono. Tues
in cash from the contingent fund in or- cause. such as iticomi.etener. but ,,,
22 State St., Bangor, Me.
,
lay
der that %se may pow ilk ii q- ci.listrUCtion after a suitable no e•tigatis
maili
ng.
return
is
ing Friday, so
thc Ca ,t•
lease your bundle early.
and maintenance each year in the future. by a board of inquiry.
Their Home
The effect of all this will he apparent
Bangor Steam Laundry Co.
Many Students Attend Lectures by in the next war. Insfead of calling for
volunteers,
inducting the Natismal
Brewer Eddy
Itang ilr, Maine
(Maid. and other trained men. organiz/Co's:inked tram Pa(ie One)
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